
The government introduces rules to 
protect the “sovereignty and integrity 
of India” from spread of fake news

The Indian government has proposed new 
rules to regulate social media content in one 
of the world’s biggest internet markets.

The Information Technology Ministry 
introduced a draft policy on Christmas eve 
that would force internet companies to 
remove unlawful content from their platforms 
within 24 hours.

The rules would apply to any content that 
affects the “sovereignty and integrity of India”.

The proposed regulations are intended to 
curb the misuse of social media and stop the 
spread of fake news.

If implemented, the law would require 
social media networks such as Facebook and 
Twitter to censor content that the Indian 
government deems unlawful.

The new rules would mean that 
intermediaries, ranging from social media 
and e-commerce platforms to internet 
service providers, must proactively “remove 
or disable access” to unlawful user content.   

The move comes ahead of the country’s 
national election in May amid concerns 
about the misuse of social media. There are 
particular concerns about the use of 
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Scotland reforms 
defamation law to 
end “vanity cases”

Scotland is reforming its defamation law 
as the government announces a draft bill 
proposing numerous amendments intended 
to bring an end of “vanity cases”.

In January 2019, the government initiated 
a consultation for public views, inviting the 
nation to ‘help reform defamation law to 
ensure it is fit for 21st century Scotland.’

The consultation was launched by the 
Minister for Community Safety, Ash Denham, 
who said: “Defamation law potentially affects 
everyone and it is crucial that we ensure the 
law is fit for modern Scotland. 

“The enormous growth in the use of social 
media presents new challenges and means 
that defamatory communication is becoming 
increasingly instant and common.”

Lawyers say that the new law represents a 
significant change that would deter potential 
claimants, given the proposed three-year 
limit on claims and element of serious harm.

Kenneth Lang, Partner at Mellicks, said: 
“If the serious harm test becomes part of 
the Scots law of defamation and the Scottish 
Courts take the same approach as their 
English counterparts, there will no longer be 
any presumption of damage to a claimant. 
The claimant will have to prove at the outset 
that publication has caused, or will cause, 
serious harm.”

Mr Lang added: “That is a significant 
change and will be a high hurdle for potential 
claimants. From a publisher’s perspective, 
the change would be welcome as it would 
likely serve to deter frivolous or unfounded 
defamation actions.”    
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News

WhatsApp messaging service to spread 
false news that could influence voters. 

The IT Ministry has said that the proposed 
law is intended to make social media safer to 
counter “instances of misuse of social media 
by criminals and anti-national elements”.

Technology companies have critised 
the proposed law. Internet firm Mozilla 
Corporation, which owns web browser 
Firefox, commented that the new measures 

would undermine user security by turning 
internet companies into censors. The law is 
also described as a threat to free speech.

Mozilla Corporation published a response 
to the proposed law on its website. 

The company stated: ‘We do need to find 
ways to hold social media platforms to higher 
standards of responsibility, andacknowledge 
that building rights-protective frameworks 
for tackling illegal content on the internet 

is a challenging task. However, whittling 
down intermediary liability protections and 
undermining end-to-end encryption are 
blunt and disproportionate toolsthat fail to 
strike the right balance.’   

If implemented, the law would require 
social media networks to provide messages 
and sender information to the government. 
They would also be required to send their 
privacy policy to users on a monthly basis.   

Viacom to acquire ad-supported 
streaming service, Pluto TV, in an 
all-cash deal for USD340 million

US media group Viacom has announced 
plans to buy Pluto TV, a television streaming 
service, in a USD340 million cash deal to allow 
it to bolster its live streaming offering.

The deal will allow Viacom to expand its 
presence with access Pluto TV’s subscriber 
base of more than 12 million monthly active 
users, and market its subscription services.

Pluto TV will operate as an independent 
subsidiary within the company and will retain 
its existing Chief Executive Officer. 

The televison service streams more 
than 100 free ad-supported channels that 
are made available without a subscription. 
Commenting on the deal, Viacom’s Chief 

Executive Officer, Bob Bakish, said: “Today 
marks an important step forward in Viacom’s 
evolution, as we work to move both our 
company and the industry forward.”

He added: “As the video market place 
continues to segment, we see an opportunity 
to support the ecosystem in creating 
products at a broad range of price points, 
including free.”

Viacom’s assets include MTV, Comedy 
Central and VH1. Its content offering includes 
free services and subscription offerings. It 
expects the transaction to close in the first 
quarter of 2019, subject to closing conditions 
and regulatory approval.        
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Thailand passes 
divisive internet 
security law 

Thailand’s government has passed a 
controversial cybersecurity bill that allows 
the authorities to monitor and access private 
data without a court order.

Parliament unanimously passed the 
Cybersecurity Act on 28 February, giving the 
state control over internet content. 

The act allows the state-led National 
Cybersecurity Committee “to summon 
individuals for questioning and enter private 
property without court orders in case of 
actual or anticipated serious cyber threats.”

An additional agency, the Cybersecurity 
Regulating Committee, will have broad 
powers to access computer data and 
networks,  and make copies of information.  

The new law has been heavily criticised 
by internet companies and business groups, 
who describe it as “cyber martial law”. 

Jeff Paine, Managing Director of the Asia 
Internet Coalition, highlighted concerns 
about the implications of the law.  

In a statement, Mr Paine commented: 
“Protecting online security is a top priority, 
however the law’s ambiguously defined 
scope, vague language, and lack of 
safeguards raises serious privacy concerns for 
both individuals and businesses, especially 
provisions that allow overreaching authority 
to search and seize data and electronic 
equipment without proper legal oversight.” 

Mr Paine added: “This would give the 
regime sweeping powers to monitor online 
traffic in the name of an emergency or as a 
preventive measure”.   
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Media Relations for Media Lawyers

Gary Mitchell, Business Coach at On Trac 
Coach, highlights the significance of 
media relations in the legal industry, and 
its role in raising firm and lawyer profiles 

Media = a means of mass communications and relationship =a logical or 
natural association between two or more things. (www.dictionary.com)

So media relations is the relationship you create with people who have the 
ability to communicate to others on a mass level. It looks like this: the job 
of the media is to deliver the news. Your story or your clients’ story is news, 
or can be – so there is the logical or natural association. Why wouldn’t you 
want your story communicated on a mass level?
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The opportunities:

•     Raise your profile or your firm’s profile

•     Be the source the media goes to when they need legal expertise to 
build or support a story

•     Support your other business-building efforts and attract more clients 

•     Instill further confidence in your current clients

•     Influence public opinion about you and your practice

•     Boost the profile and reach of your clients

•     Support your own clients’ business growth

Raising your profile increases your credibility. You know what that is worth. 
Being the source the media goes to means that they come to your first 
when they need thought, opinion or technical assistance in your area of 
expertise. It gets your name out there.

Your target audience or market will come to know you as ‘the’ expert 
in your field. New clients will follow. Your current clients will feel more 
confident in their decision to retain you. 

Influencing public opinion means the public is talking about you which 
will support all of the above. And all of the above will go a long way in 
helping you attract more clients and grow your business. 

The advent of social media

As media lawyers, perhaps more than other practice areas, your clients are 
leading the way with social media. 

Are you keeping up? Are you leveraging these newer outlets to grow your 
clientele? Your clients are so why aren’t you?

A bit of background: Over the last several years the world of media has 
been turned upside down. There are many contributing factors to this: 
Smart phones, social media, Millennials, 24 hour news, it never stops. 

There are some great advantages to these new developments if you 
leverage them to grow your business.

Take sports celebrities. Their endorsements are not tied to how many 
medals they win, or how many goals they score. Advertisers are more 
interested in how many ‘followers’ they have on social media.

The same goes for Hollywood celebrities. Then you have the rise or 
creation of ‘social media celebrities’,  ‘Utube’ stars. They don’t actually have 
any specific talent or value, but they have a ton of followers-people who 
‘tune-in’ to watch and listen to what they say.

Then there is politics. Like him or not President Trump has turned the 
‘traditional media’ industry upside down. All the networks hang on his 
every ‘tweet’, as do his followers. He can cause more controversy or ‘noise’, 
as it is sometimes referred to, with a few pointed sentences than a one 
hour documentary or an Oscar-winning film.

Keep in mind however, even with all the changes and growth of social 
media, the fundamentals of media relations have not changed. The 
vehicles through which they can be leveraged have. Keep it simple. 
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Media Relations for Media Lawyers  

This may seem obvious but is it? Take a page out of your own clients’ play-
book. Do what they do to build their following. 

Get your message out, consistently, in a timely fashion and grow your 
influence. Business will follow.  If you take the same formula your clients 
use and follow it to grow your practice, you will see a dramatic rise in 
business. 

Become the  ‘go-to’  in your area. Traditional media outlets, cable news, 
newspapers and reporters are often getting their ‘scoop’ directly from social 
media, not the other way around. 

Have you built a reputation of being an expert? Do the TV station 
producers call you to comment on a breaking story? Is your name 
consistently in the newspaper providing comments to assist the reporter in 
telling the story?

So what should go into your media relations strategy?

•     Get crystal clear on your target audience-who are they? Where are they? 
What topics will be of interest?

•     Do some research to find out the top three to five media outlets that 
will reach the most amount of people within that audience

•     Prioritise your list as to who to reach out to first (based on reach, 
reputation and impact)

•     Understand how each media outlet works (style, tone, approach, bias-if 
any, etc.) Read the newspapers or posts, listen to radio, watchTV stations 
you are targeting and listen or subscribe to blogs and podcasts. Get a feel 
for what they cover and how they cover it. 

•     Develop your ‘story board’ (outline) for each outlet

•     If  you plan to be commenting as part of your strategy, I highly 
recommend you get professional media training

•     Do not reach out with ‘fluff’. Don’t waste an opportunity to build your 
brand by sending them less than interesting and compelling material

•     Pitch your idea before formulating the entire piece

Other tips: 

•     Get in the habit of sending out ‘relevant’ press releases or tweets or 
posts on a regular basis

•     Offer to provide to these same outlets authored stories (so they don’t 
have to do the work)

•     Align your top cases or clients with what is topical at the moment 
(increases the likelihood you will get coverage)

•     Don’t give up. Continue to build the relationship. It can take time to 
garner trust with them, but once you have it, you’re gold!

In all of my years in business, including the legal industry, I still maintain 
that earned media is one of the most effective business building strategies 
you can employ-when done right! The ROI far exceeds most if not all other 
strategies. So what are you waiting for? Do your research. Create a plan. 
Execute on your plan and enjoy the rewards!
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